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SHARE Questions to get your group talking 

What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you think about God?

Pastor Lionel said, “Our understanding of everything in this world comes back to what we believe about God.” 
In a manner of speaking, there is a “theology of sports,” a “theology of friendship,” etc. because everything is 
related to God. What are some things that you don’t think of as being related to God that really are?

DISCUSS Questions that invite you to dig deeper into the week’s material & your own life

A. Read Romans 1:18-20. Some knowledge about God is available to everyone, and for that reason, they are 
accountable. We call this general revelation. What do both observable nature and a person’s internal sense of 
personal conscience reveal about God? Why is this important?

B. Read John  15:26. God also reveals Himself in a very specific way that’s called specific revelation. The 
Trinity is a good example! While we can never understand this completely (and simple illustrations cannot fully 
explain it), we recognize that God is one God found in three Persons—Father, Son, and Spirit. In what way has 
the Trinity been confusing for you? What has helped you understand the Trinity?

C. Sunday’s sermon was all about God the Father. (The next two weeks will focus on the rest of the Trinity, the 
Son and the Spirit.) How does a person’s understanding of a father's role affect how he or she perceives God? 
How has your perception of God been shaped by your own father or the father-figures you’ve witnessed?
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D. When we say God is the Father, we believe that He created life and people as sacred. What does the word 
“sacred” mean? What happens when people take the sacredness out of something; say, out of those who are 
of a different race or ethnicity? While we might not be racist in the way that the Nazis were or the way the KKK 
is, in what ways do our subtle prejudices against people groups destroy their sacredness?

E. Our heavenly Father is sovereign, the “ruler of all.” This truth is both comforting and frightening at the same 
time. How does knowing that God is in control comfort you? In what ways does that fact bother or frighten 
you?

COMMIT Questions for your breakout prayer time and challenges for the rest of your week. 

A. We serve a sending Trinitarian God: the Father sends the Son; the Son sends the Spirit; and in the power of 
the Spirit, we are sent. Read John 20:21. What are we being sent to do? In what ways have you experienced 
this sending?

B. Read Genesis 18:14. God has all power and He is the one who provides. There are many areas where we 
don’t have a settled trust of God in our hearts because we honestly don’t think He can do what we expect or 
want. While we aren’t guaranteed everything we want, what are those pockets, those places in your heart, 
that you’re just not sure if God will come through?


